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Nature and nature’s laws lay hid in the night;




1.1. The Field of Conjugated Polymers and Organic
Electronics Applications
Polymers that have continuous 𝜋 electron systems, which mainly rely on alternative
carbon-carbon single and double bonds in the main chain, are called conjugated
polymers. Electrons in 𝜋 orbitals are effectively delocalized along the polymers
main chain. The energy gap between the bonding orbitals and anti-bonding orbitals
is small. This determines the semiconducting properties of conjugated polymers.
These characters intrinsically endow conjugated polymers with fascinating optical
and electrical properties. Conjugated polymers can also be tailored to exhibit metal-
lic state properties by chemical or electrochemical doping. These processes involve
removing (p-type doping) or adding (n-type doping) an electron to create mobile
charge carriers and can lead to high electrical conductivity.[1, 2]
Since the discovery of conductive polyacetylene by Heeger, MacDairmid, and
Shirakawa in 1976 and Nobel prize awarded for conducting polymers in 2000, con-
jugated polymers have attracted intensive attention in the last decades due to their
unique combining semiconducting/conducting properties with excellent mechanical
properties such as light weight, flexibility, and solution processability.[3]
From the view of the material resource, conjugated polymers are mainly based
on earth-abundant elements, that is, carbon, oxygen, nitrogen, and sulfur. Be-
sides, the directly starting materials for the synthesis of conjugated polymers are
based on the well-developed petrochemical industry. Hence, there is no signifi-
cant concern on the limit of the raw materials. Thanks to the rapid development
of organic synthesis technique, a lot of building blocks have been well developed
for conjugated polymers. Moreover, conjugated polymers with desired properties
can be easily tailored by precise molecular design and the vast toolbox of polymer
chemistry.[3–5]
The organic electronics applications of conjugated polymers diverge into two
main fields depending on the properties of the materials. Conjugated polymers
in their undoped, semiconducting state, are used as active materials in organic
electronic devices such as organic field-effect transistors (OFETs) and organic pho-
tovoltaics (OPVs); conjugated polymers in doped, metalic state are used as active
materials in chemical sensors and organic thermoelectric devices. [6–8]
1.2. Intrinsic Conjugated Polymers and Polymer So-
lar Cells
Intrinsic Properties of Conjugated Polymers
Different from inorganic semiconductors, where the atoms are held together by
strong covalent or ionic bonds, the inter-chain interactions in polymeric materials
are mainly (weaker) forces such as the van der Waals force, dipole-dipole inter-
action, and hydrogen bond interactions or alike, resulting in disordered films with
limited intermolecular 𝜋-orbital overlap. Hence the charge carrier mobility of conju-
gated polymers materials is significantly lower than that of inorganic semiconducting
materials, such as crystalline Si.[9]
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Another drawback of most existing conjugated polymers is that they have low
dielectric constant (𝜀፫ ≈2-4), that means, when they subjected to photoexcitation,
the generated excitons tend to have a rather high exciton binding energies due to
the lack of dielectric screening. In the research of polymer solar cells, this high
exciton binding energy in conjugated polymer requires a heterojunction interface
to facilitate the splitting of excitons into electrons and holes.[10, 11]
Figure 1.1: (a) Aromatic and quinoid resonance forms for the ground state within nondegenerate energy
of poly(p-phenylene), poly(p-phenylenevinylene), polythiophene, and polyisothianaphthene, the band
gap decreases linearly as a function of the increasing quinoid character. (b) Energy level hybridizations
in D–A conjugated polymer, where orbital interactions of donor and acceptor units leading to a smaller
band gap in a D-A conjugated polymer.
On the other hand, conjugated polymers have intrinsic advantages that make
them competitive alternatives to inorganic materials for optoelectronic applications.
Firstly, conjugated polymers can be designed to have very high absorption coef-
ficients which enable the use of very thin active layers for efficient light harvest,
making them useful for photovoltaics and photodetectors applications.[12] Sec-
ondly, the dedicated design of conjugated polymers can also lead to a relatively
high photoluminescence quantum efficiency, which is thus beneficial for making
them promising candidates for light emitting diodes.[13, 14] Thirdly, band-gap of
conjugated polymers are relatively small and easy to tune, suitable energy levels
allow electrons to easily inject into the conduction band and/or holes into valence
band. As a result, conjugated polymer materials with p-type and n-type charge
transport property can be achieved and are the promising candidates for field ef-
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fect transistor applications.[15, 16]
The band-gap and the energy levels positions of the lowest unoccupied molec-
ular orbital (LUMO) and the highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) are the
essential characteristics of given conjugated polymers for determining the optical
and electrical properties. Thus, fine-tuning the energy levels and narrowing the
bandgap of the conjugated polymers are the primary tasks in the field of conju-
gated polymers. So far, there are two main chemistry design approaches to effec-
tively lower the bandgap and tune the energy levels of the conjugated polymers:
(1) stabilizing the quinoid resonance structure and (2) utilizing donor-acceptor
interaction.[3, 4, 6, 17, 18]
Aromatic conjugated systems have two resonance structures (the aromatic struc-
ture and the quinoid structure) in the ground state with nondegenerated energy.
The aromatic form is energetically more stable, while the quinoid form has higher
energy and a lower band gap. As shown in Figure 1.1a, as the contribution of
quinoid form increases, the carbon-carbon single bonds between two adjacent rings
adopt a more double bond character. Overall, the HOMO-LUMO band gap decreases
as a function of the increasing quinoid character. A reduction in aromaticity of the
aromatic units in the conjugated main chain allows a greater tendency to adopt
the quinoid form through 𝜋-electron delocalization. The main chain of polyisothi-
anaphthene (PITN) tends to favor the quinoid structure to selectively maintain the
benzene aromaticity, making PITN the first well-known conjugated polymer with a
narrow band gap as small as 1 eV.[17]
A more powerful strategy in designing low band gap conjugated polymers is
to alternate a conjugated electron-rich donor (D) unit and a conjugated electron-
deficient acceptor (A) unit in the same polymer backbone. As shown in Figure 1.1b,
the push-pull driving forces facilitate electron delocalization and help the formation
of quinoid mesomeric structures (D-A→Dዄ-Aዅ) over the conjugated main chain,
lowering the band gap. This can be elucidated in a more explicit and simpler way by
introducing the concept of hybridization of the molecular orbital between the donor
and acceptor in the D-A polymer. According to the rules of perturbation theory, the
HOMO of the donor segment will interact with the HOMO of the acceptor segment
to yield new HOMOs for the D-A polymer. Similarly, the LUMO of the donor will
interact with that of the acceptor to produce new LUMOs of the D-A polymer. After
the electrons redistribute from their original noninteracting orbitals to the newly
hybridized orbitals of the polymer, a higher-lying HOMO, and a lower-lying LUMO
form and lead to a narrow optical band gap.[3, 4, 6]
Conjugated Polymers for Solar Cells
Nowadays, the research field of 𝜋-conjugated polymers is dominated by a massive
worldwide effort to continuously update power conversion efficiencies of organic
solar cells for commercialization. Rapid progress in polymer solar cells benefits
from new materials and new devices fabrication technologies.[19]
From the view of the device, back to the 1980s, the bi-layer donor-acceptor het-
erojunction device was designed by Tang as shown in Figure 1.2a.[20] This design
has an interface between the donor and acceptor which provides the required en-
ergy for exciton dissociation due to two materials LUMO offset. However, a primary
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shortcoming of this design is that most of the generated excitons in photoactive
materials cannot reach the interface to dissociate due to their short lifetime and
short diffusion length.
Later, Wudl and Heeger introduced the bulk heterojunction (BHJ) concept to
the polymer solar cells to solve the problem of bi-layer design, as shown in Fig-
ure 1.2b.[21] In BHJ polymer solar cells, the donor and acceptor are intimately
blended. During the film casting, nanostructured morphology of bicontinuous in-
terpenetrating networks is formed, providing multiple interfaces for splitting the
excitons. Therefore, the efficiencies of solar cells were improved significantly.
Figure 1.2: General device architectures of donor-accpetor solar cells with (a) bilayer structure and (b)
bulk heterijunction structure; (c) The HOMO and LUMO energy levels of the electron donor and acceptor;
(d) The typical current densities versus voltage plot of polymer solar cells.
Fundamental understandings of molecular design principles enable the effective
tailoring of the intrinsic properties of conjugated polymers to enhance the perfor-
mance of devices application. Polymer solar cells performance is characterized by
the device current-voltage measurement, as illustrated in Figure 1.2d. The power
conversion efficiency (PCE) of polymer solar cells can be calculated using the fol-
lowing equation 1.1
𝑃𝐶𝐸 = 𝐹𝐹 𝐽፬፜𝑉፨፜𝑃።፧፩፮፭
(1.1)
where FF is the fill factor (see equation 1.2), V፨፜ is the open-circuit voltage, J፬፜ is






J፬፜ is mainly determined by the absorption efficiency of the active layer, com-
bined with the charge carrier dissociation and transportation to the respective elec-
trodes. Therefore, designing semiconducting conjugated polymers with strong and
broad optical spectra to fully exploit the sun irradiation is a crucial and effective way
to approach high J፬፜, thus high PCE.[22]
V፨፜ is approximately proportional to the energy offset between the acceptor
semiconductor LUMO and the donor semiconductor HOMO (E፛።). Hence, it is sig-
nificant of importance to fine-tune the HOMO energy levels of donor semiconducting
conjugated polymers and the LUMO energy level of acceptor to maintain a large
V፨፜.[22–24]
FF is the least understood among the parameters of polymer solar cell per-
formance. It was found that the FF are generally limited by low and unbalanced
hole/electron charge carrier mobility of conjugated polymers. In addition, other
factors such as charge carrier lifetime, active layer morphology, and interfacial and
bulk charge recombination also play essential roles. Therefore, designing conju-
gated polymer with high charge carrier mobility and lifetime is an important subject
for approaching high FF, thereby high PCE.[22, 25]
In summary, conjugated polymers for achieving high performance organic solar
cells need several requirements. (1) broad optical spectra of polymers to match the
solar spectrum; (2) optimizing the energy level of donor and acceptor: a) providing
enough LUMO offset for splitting the exciton, b) maximum the difference between
the HOMO of donor polymers and LUMO of acceptor to maintain a high V፨፜; (3)
optimizing polymer backbone stacking to improve the mobility.[3, 26]
1.3. Doped Conjugated Polymers and Thermoelec-
tric Devices
Doped Conjugated Polymers
The pioneering work where iodine-doped polyacetylene showed high electrical con-
ductivity piqued an early interest in organic conductors. Since then, molecular dop-
ing of conjugated polymers has become a pivotal strategy to modulate the carrier
density for achieving high-performance organic thermoelectric devices.[2, 7]
There are two main strategies (electrochemical doping and chemical doping) to
increase the charge carrier density of a conjugated polymer to make it a conduct-
ing polymer. In electrochemical doping, the conjugated polymer is deposited on
a metal electrode and is contacted with an electrolyte. At a specific applied elec-
tric potential, the electron can be injected into (n-type doping) or removed (p-type
doping) from the conjugated molecule, and negative or positive charges with radi-
cals are created. Then the opposite charge counterions penetrate into the polymer
film to maintain its charge-neutrality due to the electrostatic interactions between
the polymer and counterions. The alternative approach is chemical doping. In this
case, a charge-transfer agent (dopant) is used to react with the conjugated poly-
mer to generate positive or negative charges in the conjugated polymer chains by
oxidation or reduction.[7, 27]
There are two primary mechanisms of (electro)chemical doping being recog-
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Figure 1.3: Schematic illustration of the principle of two doping strategies. (a) For redox doping, which
involves an electron transfer from the HOMO of the n-type dopant to the LUMO of the semiconductor in
n-doping or an electron transfer from the HOMO of the semiconductor to the p-type dopant in p-doping,
respectively. To facilitate the electron transfer, the HOMO of the N-dopant has to be higher than the
LUMO of the semiconductor for n-doping, or the LUMO of the P-dopant has to lower the HOMO of the
semiconductor for p-doping. (b) For acid-base doping, which involves the charge transfer of an anion
(e.g., HᎽ) or cation (e.g., HᎼ) to the semiconductor in the case of n-doping and p-doping, respectively.
nized for doped conjugated polymers, as shown in 1.3. One is based on redox re-
actions. In electrochemical doping, electrons transfer between polymer backbones
and metal electrodes. In chemical doping, the redox doping process is based on
donor-to-acceptor electron transfer, which involves the electrons transfer between
conjugated polymer backbones and dopant molecules, and forms a donor–acceptor
charge-transfer complex or ion pair. Electron transfer from the HOMO of the con-
jugated polymer to the LUMO of the acceptor leads to p-doping, while the electron
transfer from the HOMO of a donor to the LUMO of the acceptor gives rise to n-
doping. Slight energy offset between the involved HOMO and LUMO levels will
significantly improve the redox doping efficiency. Namely, the HOMO of the N-
dopant has to be higher than the LUMO of the semiconductor for n-doping, or the
LUMO of the P-dopant has to be lower than the HOMO of the semiconductor for
p-doping.
The other mechanism is the acid-base doping through ion transfer where pro-
ton (Hዄ) or hydride (Hዅ) transfer to the polymer backbones without variation in
electron numbers. For example, in acid doped polyaniline system, protons (Hዄ)
transfer to the backbone of the polymer and are bound covalently, which leads
to the positive charges that delocalize in the 𝜋 electron system and create the
unpaired-spins, resulting in high conductivity of the p-type polymer. In analogy to
acid doping, the base doping process was developed recently in the system of low-
lying LUMO conjugated polymer and Benzimidazole derivatives dopant such as (4-
(1,3-dimethyl-2,3-dihydro-1H-benzoimidazol-2-yl)phenyl)dimethylamine (N-DMBI).
Benzimidazole derivatives are air-stable compounds and efficiently produce hydride
(Hዅ). These intrinsic merits allow n-doping happen through hydride (Hዅ) transfer
to a low-lying LUMO conjugated polymer in an inert atmosphere.[28–30]
The change from the semiconductor state to the metallic state of conjugated
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polymers is always accompanied by some novel electrical, optical, and magnetic
phenomena. Most doping-induced charge carriers in conjugated polymers can be
expressed as two distinct forms: polarons and bipolarons.[2, 31–33]
Here p-doping is discussed, and the mechanism is applied to the n-doping, but
in an opposite manner. An excellent example of the formation of polarons and
bipolarons in P3HT is depicted in Figure 1.4.[2, 28] When an electron is removed
from the valence band (HOMO), some 𝜋-bonds in the polymer backbone begin to
have an anti-bonding character being accompanied by a local distortion in the poly-
mer chain. This quasi-particle composed of a positive charge associated with the
lattice distortion is called delocalized radical cation by the chemists or a positive
polaron by the physicists. These polarons charge carrier can be detected by the
electron paramagnetic resonance spectroscopy (EPR) since they carry half-integer
spins. The unpaired electron lays on a half-filled orbital above the valence band.
The corresponding anti-bonding orbital is empty, lying below the bottom of the con-
duction band (LUMO). In the undoped, intrinsic state, conjugated polymers display
the optical transition from the HOMO level to the LUMO level (as seen in Figure
1.4, 𝜋 − 𝜋∗ transition). After removing one electron, the new polaronic state that
appears within the band gap of the conjugated polymer gives rise to new optical
transitions (𝜋−𝑃ኻ and 𝑃ኻ−𝑃ኼ). As shown in Figure 1.4, ideally, in solution, one po-
laron chain shows the optical transitions (green line). In the solid state, due to the
packing and aggregation of polymer chains, more optical transitions are possible,
making the polarons absorption become broaden (cyan line).
Furthermore, for p-doping of P3HT, one more electron is removed, which leads to
the polymer with delocalized dications. This quasi-particle that carries two positive
charges and associates with the same lattice defect is called positive bipolaron. A
bipolaron is formed rather than two polarons owing to the energetic reasons which
include the Coulomb repulsion between the two charges, the electrostatic effect
of counterions, and the energy cost of lattice distortion. The lattice distortion in
a bipolaron is more pronounced than that in a polaron. Therefore, a more clear
quinoid structure is adopted in a bipolaron, leading to two empty bipolaronic levels
shifting further into the band gap. As shown in Figure 1.4, in solution, bipolarons
show the optical transitions (red line). In the solid state, due to the packing and
aggregation of polymer chains, more optical transitions are possible. With additional
shift and broadening effects, it becomes difficult to identify transitions for a polaron
and a bipolaron precisely. At high doping levels, the optical transition gets more
complicated. (Bi)polarons locate either on the same chain or on the neighboring
chains and start to overlap, which give rise to the formation of intra-chain or inter-
chain. Therefore, the (Bi)polarons typically show a broad NIR absorption even
extending in the far IR (black line), thus resulting in the conducting polymers with
vanishingly small band gap and metallic-like electrical properties.
Thermoelectric Devices
In the past decades, remarkable progress has been achieved in organic thermo-
electric devices based on conductive polymers, including materials, devices and
theoretical works. However, research in this field is still in its infancy. Thus mas-
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Figure 1.4: Schematic presentation for (a) p-doping of Poly(3-hexylthiophene)s , (b) the corresponding
band structure evolution, (c) and the corresponding optical properties. (a, top) one electron was re-
moved from undoped polymer Poly(3-hexylthiophene)s; (a, middle) leads to the formation of a polaron;
(a, bottom) finally form a bipolaron state by continuously removing the electron. (b) Electronic band
structures of Poly(3-hexylthiophene)s at neutral or various oxidation states: (b, top) a neutral state;
(b, middle) a chain carrying a polaron and assembly of chains with a high concentration of polarons
(intrachain or interchain polaron network); (b, bottom) a chain carrying a bipolaron and assembly of
chains with a high concentration of bipolarons (intrachain or interchain bipolaron bands. (c) The optical
spectra of Poly(3-hexylthiophene)s (c, top) in neutral state, (c, middle) with polaron, (c, bottom) with
bipolaron, are illustrated.
sive efforts are needed to understand and utilized the thermoelectric properties of
conductive polymers.[29, 34–37]
Seebeck coefficient is the fundamental principle of the thermoelectric devices
which directly convert temperature gradients into electricity.[38] For a given ther-
moelectric material, when it is subject to a temperature gradient, it will experience
the Seebeck effect and give rise to a potential difference. This phenomenon is be-
cause that charge carriers in the material will accumulate and increase due to the
diffusion from the hot to the cold end, therefore, resulting in an internal electric
field. Thus we can write Seebeck coefficient: (see the equation 1.3).
𝑆 = Δ𝑉Δ𝑇 (1.3)
where S (V Kዅኻ) is the Seebeck coefficient, positive for p-type and negative for
n-type. Δ𝑉 and Δ𝑇 are the potential and temperature gradient at a small change in
temperature.
In general, thermoelectric properties are quantified by the unitless figure of
merit ZT (see the equation 1.4),
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Figure 1.5: Schematic illustration of thermoelectric device element and the measurement architectures
a) A thermoelectric element composed of one n- and one p-type thermoelectric leg that experience a
temperature gradient leading to charge carriers diffusion, resulting in the formation of current in the
circuit to drive the load. b) A typical set-up for measurement of Seebeck coefficient (ጂV/ጂT). (c) Four-





where S is the Seebeck coefficient, 𝜎 is electrical conductivity, 𝜅 is thermal conduc-
tivity, T is the absolute temperature. And because of the extremely low thermal
conductivities (𝜅) of polymer materials (𝜅 = 0.01-1 W mዅኻ Kዅኻ) and in addition, the
thermal conductivity can be challenging to measure, the thermoelectric properties
of conjugated polymer can also be evaluated by the power factor (see the equation
1.5).
𝑃𝐹 = 𝑆ኼ𝜎 (1.5)
The power factor is often used as the critical parameter to be optimized for effi-
cient thermoelectric and for comparing the thermoelectric performance of different
materials.
Therefore, enhancing the 𝜎 and S is the key to improve the thermoelectric
performance of conducting polymers. However, both 𝜎 and S are relative to the
molecular doping level but show a distinct relationship with each other. This typical
inverse relationship makes it complicate to optimize and usually requires a compro-
mise to balance.[30]
The electrical conductivity 𝜎 is described as:(equation 1.6)
𝜎 = 𝑞𝑛𝜇 (1.6)
where q is the electric charge of a charge carrier, n (cmዅኽ) is charge carrier con-
centration, and 𝜇 is charge carrier mobility.
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𝑆 = − 1𝑞𝑇(𝐸ፓ − 𝐸ፅ) (1.7)
where q is the electric charge of a charge carrier, T is absolute temperature, Eፅ
is the Fermi level, and Eፓ is the charge transport energy level. According to the
equation of equation 1.7, the Seebeck coefficient (S) is determined by the difference
between the Fermi level energy (Eፅ) and the charge transport energy (Eፓ).
An intrinsic semiconductor has a low conductivity due to its low charge carrier
concentration. Molecular doping can effectively improve the charge carrier concen-
tration to enhance the conductivity, while it also simultaneously shifts Eፅ towards
Eፓ, as the molecular doping generating more charges, usually leading to the de-
creases of absolute S correspondingly. Therefore, to achieve the best performance
of the devices, the proper molecular doping level is required.
In order to achieve practical applications, both efficient p-type and n-type ther-
moelectric materials are required, as shown in Figure 1.5. Recently, p-type ther-
moelectric polymers have been intensively studied,[34, 35] and significant progress
has been made with high ZT = 0.42.[39, 40] However, the development of efficient
n-type thermoelectric polymer materials still lies behind.[15] Thus, it is meaningful
to put efforts into developing n-type conjugated polymers.
1.4. General Routes for Synthesis of Conjugated Poly-
mers
Since the discovery of semiconductive polyacetylene, many synthesis methodolo-
gies have been developed for conjugated polymers with tailoring properties for vari-
ous applications. Fundamentally, the construction of conjugated polymers relies on
the efficient carbon-carbon single bond coupling reaction between two unsaturated
carbons in the aromatic building blocks.[41, 42]
Polymerization Methods for Polythiopenes
The first breakthrough approach to developing the processable conjugated poly-
mers is a simple one-step oxidation reaction of synthesis of poly(3-alkylthiophene)
in 1986-1987.[43] Furthermore, investigations on this methodology lead to the syn-
thesis of water-processable, air-stable, semi-transparent, highly conducting poly(3,4-
ethylenedioxythiophene) (PEDOT:PSS, as shown in Figure 1.6).
Later, McCullough [44]and Rieke[45, 46] independently reported the prepara-
tions of well-defined regioregular poly(3-alkylthiophene)s by metal-catalyzed poly-
merization methods (Figure 1.6). By optimizing the reaction conditions, a more mild
approach of the Grignard metathesis method (GRIM) was achieved.[47] Nowadays,
both regioregular-P3HT and PEDOT:PSS are the most utilized conjugated polymers
and are commercially available.
Polymerization methods for donor-acceptor conjugated polymers
Motivated by the development of polymeric light emitting diodes and photovoltaic
cells in the 90’s, the community of conjugated polymers shifted the focus from
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Figure 1.6: Synthesis of processable poly(3-alkylthiophene)s and poly(3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene)
by oxidative polymerization and Polymerization methods for the processable regioregular poly(3-
hexylthiophene)s
the highly conducting polymers to the design of stable semiconducting polymers
with tunable electronic and optical properties. For this purpose, transition-metal-
catalyzed cross-coupling reactions which provide a particularly powerful tool for
Cspኼ-Cspኼ and Csp-Cspኼ bond formation have been employed to construct conju-
gated polymers.
As shown in Figure 1.7, the most commonly employed transition-metal-catalyzed
cross-coupling reactions for making conjugated polymers are palladium-catalyzed
Suzuki and Stille cross-coupling reactions[48, 49] although other cross-coupling
reactions have also been used.[50, 51]
Usually, Stille and Suzuki coupling reactions employ two distinct functional mono-
mers, in which one is bromide monomer, the other one is stannyl (Stille) or boron
(Suzuki) functional reagents, thus providing various choices of designing functional
building blocks for the conjugated polymers. Besides the advantage of high yield
of Suzuki and Stille polymerization, these reaction conditions are generally mild
and can tolerate many functional groups. This merit is extremely important for
synthesizing advanced conjugated polymers with some special functional groups.
Through modification and combination of different building blocks (electron-rich
and electron-poor), many new polymers with push-pull architectures have been
designed and synthesized toward different applications.
So far, most of the high performance 𝜋 conjugated polymers are prepared by
1.5. Green solvent process-able conjugated polymers
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Figure 1.7: Most common polymerization reaction schemes for conjugated polymer synthesis include
palladium-catalyzed Suzuki (Top) or Stille (Middle) cross-coupling reactions, where require a bifunction-
alised monomer regent (boronic ester for Suzuki, organostannyl for Stille) and direct (hetero)arylation
polymerization method (Bottom) without involving boronic ester or organostannyl.
Stille or Suzuki polymerization reaction. However, the state-of-the-art polymer-
ization methods generally require numerous synthetic steps and organometallic
reagents that lead to an increase of metal waste and various by-products. Es-
pecially, for example, Stille reaction involves highly neurotoxic organo-stannanes,
which drive a significant obstacle in large-scale industrial production. Therefore,
greener and cheaper polymerization methods are indeed needed.
Recently, metal-catalyzed direct arylation of aromatic compounds has been de-
veloped in the synthesis of small molecules. Later, this method was applied quickly
in conjugated polymers since this method does not require organometallic inter-
mediates and significantly reduce both synthetic steps and cost.[52, 53] From an
industrial perspective, these unbeatable advantages can be essential for the large-
scale development of organic electronics. This novel polymerization technique has
already demonstrated the successfulness of synthesizing highly performing poly-
mers for organic solar cells[54] and field-effect transistors.[55]
1.5. Green solvent process-able conjugated polymers
Historically, halogenated solvents such as 1,2-dichlorobenzene, chlorobenzene, and
chloroform have been selected as the best choice for processing, owing to their
excellent solubility with conjugated polymers for achieving the excellent film mor-
phology and relatively small-length scale domains. These are the key for favorable
charge transport in organic electronic devices.
Nowadays, although the field of polymer solar cells is developing rapidly and
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the record power conversion efficiency has been boosted up to 17.23%,[56] the
light-harvesting layers of state-of-the-art organic solar cells are still processed by
very toxic chlorinated and/or aromatic solvents.
Therefore, there is a strong demand to develop green-solvent-processable con-
jugated polymers which are more suitable for the mass process industrial appli-
cations. [57–60] A straightforward and general approach to increase the green-
solvent processability of the conjugated polymers is via installing polar, ionic pen-
dant group on the backbone of the polymer.[61–63] So far, most of such designed
conjugated polymers named conjugated polyelectrolytes (CPEs) remain the semi-
conducting properties and improve solubility in the polar solvent (such as water,
alcohols) and are widely used in the optoelectronic field.[64] For instance, in bulk
heterojunction organic solar cells, green-solvent-processable conjugated polyelec-
trolytes (PFN, PFN-Br) have been successfully used as the interfacial layer materi-
als for hole/electron transporting and collecting to maximize the power conversion
efficiency.[59, 65–69]
However, only a few literature reported that this designed CPEs acted as an ac-
tive material in semiconductor devices.[70, 71] Furthermore, most CPEs modified
optoelectronic devices suffer from thickness sensitive problem because the high
thickness CPEs film always give poor morphology[72] and result in low charge mo-
bility, only a very thin interlayer (≤ 5 nm) can give efficient performance devices[64,
68, 69, 73]. Although the thicker films problem can mitigate by replacing semi-
conducting CPEs with doped, metallic state CPEs (CPE-K, CPE-Na),[74–77] these
conducting, metallic state polymers are not suitable for the organic solar cells.[78]
Therefore, there is indeed need to develop intrinsic semiconducting conjugated
polyelectrolytes for active materials in semiconductor devices.
Figure 1.8: Some typical conjugated polyelectrolyte structure
We are developing an alternative to CPEs in which “spinless doping” intro-
duces formal charges into the backbones of conjugated polymers without the req-
uisite spin to induce the transition to the metallic state.[79] These conjugated
polyions (CPIs) are intrinsic semiconductors that are completely soluble in and pro-
cessible from polar, protic solvents.[80–82] However, their redox potentials and
bandgaps were not suitable for use in OSCs. In this thesis of chapter 2, we report
two CPIs, CPIZ-B and CPIZ-T, synthesized using a three components random
Suzuki-Miyaura copolymerization to control the electronic structure while retain-
ing sufficient ionic character for processing from polar, protic solvents. Ultraviolet-




troscopy and proof-of-concept bi-layer OSCs confirm that spinless doping.
1.6. Thesis Outline
The scientific goal of this thesis aims to use chemistry approaches to design novel
conjugated polymers for specific purposes. 1) enhance the solubility of intrinsic
conjugated polymers in green solvent to replace the highly toxic chlorinated sol-
vent in fabricating organic electronic devices; 2) design and synthesize n-type con-
jugated polymer in pursuit of high performance of organic thermoelectric devices
and for better understanding the relationship between chemical structures and de-
vice performances; 3) investigate novel polymerization strategies to make conju-
gated polymers. In the meantime, we are also interested in understanding the
relationship between molecular structures and charge transport in single-molecular
and molecular-ensemble monolayer tunneling junctions.
In Chapter 2, we report the synthesis and characterization of three new aromatic
polyketones with repeating units base on 2,2’-(2,5-dihexyl-1,4-phenylene) dithio-
phene (PTK), 2,2’-(9,9-dihexyl-9H-fluorene-2,7-diyl)dithiophene (PFTK), and 4,7-
bis(3-hexylthiophen-2-yl)benzo[c][1,2,5]thiadiazole (PBTK). These polymers were
synthesized with a one-pot Suzuki-Miyaura cross-coupling promoted homopolymer-
ization, which offered good chemical integrity. Experimental as well as theoretical
calculation studies were applied to investigate the optical and electrical properties
of these polymers. These new aromatic polyketones possess excellent thermal sta-
bility. Especially, they exhibited tunable optoelectronic properties when exposed to
acidic conditions.
In Chapter 3, we describe the design, synthesis and optical and electronic prop-
erties of two conjugated polymers CPIZ-B and CPIZ-T that incorporate closed-
shell cations into the backbones, balanced by anionic pendant groups. The zwit-
terionic nature of the polymers renders them soluble in and processible from po-
lar, protic solvents to form semiconducting films that are charged, but not doped.
These unique properties are confirmed by absorption and electron paramagnetic
resonance spectroscopy. The energies of the unoccupied states respond to the
tritylium moieties in the conjugated backbone, while the occupied states respond
to the electron-donating ability of the uncharged, aromatic units in the backbone.
Films cast from 80:20 HCO2H:H2O by volume show good electron-mobilities, en-
abling a photovoltaic effect in the proof-of-concept, bilayer solar cells.
In Chapter 4, molecular doping of conjugated polymers is a crucial strategy
for achieving high-performance organic thermoelectric devices. The relationship
between molecular structures of n-type conjugated polymers and thermoelectric
device performance remains vague. Most of the previous works focus on studying
the relationship of the backbone architecture with the molecular doping while the
effects of the side chains are less explored. In this chapter, we demonstrate how
the type and position of side chains impact the n-doping of donor-acceptor (D-A)
copolymers. Four different combinations of linear ethylene glycol-based polar side
chains and traditional alkyl side chains are used, and the resultant D-A copolymers
are molecularly n-doped by organic dopant with varying doping concentrations. It is
found that the polar side chains can increase the electron affinity of D-A copolymers
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and significantly improve the mixing of host D-A copolymers with polar dopant as
compared to the alkyl side chains. As a result, we achieve an optimized conductivity
of 0.08 S/cm in the doped D-A copolymer with the polar side chains on both D and
A moieties. Besides, we observe an unusual sign switching of Seebeck coefficient
by increasing the doping concentration in doped D-A copolymers with different-type
side chains on the two moieties. Our work offers an insight into the roles of side
chains play in molecular n-doping, which might be general for most conjugated
polymers
In Chapter 5, we demonstrated that the n-type thermoelectric performance of
donor-acceptor (D-A) copolymers can be enhanced by a factor of >1000 by tai-
loring the density of states (DOS). The DOS distribution is tailored by embedding
spኼ-nitrogen atoms into the donor moiety of the D-A backbone. Consequently,
an electrical conductivity of 1.8 S/cm and a power factor of 4.5 𝜇Wmዅኻ Kዅኼ are
achieved. Interestingly, we observe an unusual sign switching (from negative to
positive) of the Seebeck coefficient of the unmodified D-A copolymer at moderately
high dopant loading. A direct measurement of the DOS shows that the DOS distri-
butions become less broad upon modifying the backbone in both pristine and doped
states. Additionally, doping-induced charge transfer complexes (CTC) states, which
are energetically located below the neutral band, are observed in DOS of the doped
unmodified D-A copolymer. We propose that charge transport through these CTC
states is responsible for the positive Seebeck coefficients in this n-doped system.
In Chapter 6, we employ a bond topology approach to the design and synthesis
of two series of molecular wires. One series is dithiophenes-based molecular wires
with cores of thieno[3,2-b]thiophene (TT-1, linearly conjugation), bithiophene (BT,
linearly conjugation), thieno[2,3-b]thiophene (TT-2, cross-conjugation and an iso-
mer of TT-1. Another series is benzodithiophenes based molecular wires with cores
of benzo[1,2-b:4,5-b’]dithiophene (BDT-1, linearly conjugation), benzo[1,2-b:5,4-
b’]dithiophene (BDT-3, cross-conjugated and an isomer of BDT-1) and benzo[1,2-
b:4,5-b’]dithiophene-4,8-dione (BDT-2 cross-conjugated quinone). We investigated
the charge transport of these two series molecular wires in tunneling junctions in a
variety of experimental platforms. Through a combination of density of functional
theory (DFT) and experimental results, we show that cross-conjugation produces a
quantum interference feature that leads to lower conductance. The presence of an
interference feature and its position can be controlled independently by manipulat-
ing bond topology and electronegativity. This is the first study to separate these
two parameters experimentally, demonstrating that the conductance of a tunneling
junction depends on the position and depth of a quantum interference (QI) feature,
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